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Humans always firstly
determine one vehicle’s
coarse-grained category,
i.e., the car model/type.
Then, under the branch
of the predicted car
model/type, they are
going to identify specific
vehicles by relying on
subtle visual cues, e.g.,
customized paintings
and windshield stickers,
at the fine-grained level.
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ü We propose a novel end-to-end trainable RNN-HA model consisting
of three mutually coupled modules, especially the RNN-based
hierarchical and attention modules which are tailored for this problem.

ü Specifically, the RNN-based hierarchical module models the coarse-to-
fine category hierarchical dependency (i.e., from car model to specific
vehicle) beneath vehicle re-identification. Furthermore, the attention
module is proposed for effectively capturing subtle visual appearance
cues, which is crucial for distinguishing different specific vehicles.

ü We conduct comprehensive experiments on two challenging vehicle
re-identification datasets, and our proposed model achieves superior
performance over competing previous studies on both datasets.
Moreover, by comparing with our baseline methods, we validate the
effectiveness of two proposed key modules.

3 – Contributions

Framework of the proposed RNN-HA model. Our model consists of three
mutually coupled modules, i.e., representation learning module, RNN-based
hierarchical module and attention module.
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Table 1: Comparison of di↵erent methods on VeRi [19].
Methods mAP Top-1 Top-5

LOMO [15] 9.64 25.33 46.48
BOW-CN [38] 12.20 33.91 53.69
GoogLeNet [36] 17.89 52.32 72.17

FACT [19] 18.75 52.21 72.88
Siamese-Visual [23] 29.48 41.12 60.31

VAMI [42] 50.13 77.03 90.82

FC-HA (w/o RNN) 47.19 61.56 76.88
RNN-H w/o attention 48.92 63.28 78.82

Our RNN-HA 52.88 66.03 80.51
Our RNN-HA (ResNet) 56.80 74.79 87.31

Additionally, to investigate the impacts of the various modules in our end-
to-end framework, we analyze the e↵ects of the RNN-based hierarchical module
and the attention module by conducting experiments on two baselines:

– FC-HA (w/o RNN) replaces the RNN hierarchical module by simply employ-
ing traditional fully-connected layers as direct transformation, but keeps the
attention mechanism.

– RNN-H w/o attention keeps the hierarchical module, but removes the atten-
tion module from our proposed RNN-HA model. Specifically, the inputs x1

and x2 at t = 1 and t = 2 are both the representations global average pooled
by these deep convolutional descriptors.

Comparison results on VeRi Table 1 presents the comparison results on the
VeRi dataset. Our proposed RNN-HA model achieves 52.88% mAP, 77.03% top-1
accuracy and 90.91% top-5 accuracy on VeRi, which significantly outperforms
the other state-of-the-art methods. These results validate the e↵ectiveness of
the proposed model. Moreover, RNN-HA has a gain of 5.69% mAP and 15.47%
top-1 accuracy comparing with the FC-HA baseline method, which proves the
e↵ectiveness of the RNN-based hierarchical design. Also, compared with “RNN-
H w/o attention”, RNN-HA achieves a gain of 3.96% mAP and 11.75% top-1
accuracy. It justifies our proposed attention module when identifying di↵erent
specific vehicles at the fine-grained classification level.

In addition, to further improve the re-identification accuracy, we simply
replace the VGG CNN M 1024 model of the representation learning module with
ResNet-50 [7]. Our modified model is denoted as “RNN-HA (ResNet)”, which
obtains 56.80% mAP, 80.79% top-1 accuracy and 92.31% top-5 accuracy on VeRi.

Comparison results on VehicleID For the large-scale dataset, VehicleID, we
report the comparison results in Table 2. On di↵erent test settings (i.e., test size =
800, 1, 600 and 2, 400), our proposed RNN-HA achieves the best re-identification
performance on this large-scale dataset. An interesting observation in both tables
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Table 2: Comparison of di↵erent methods on the VehicleID dataset [16].

Methods
Test size = 800 Test size = 1, 600 Test size = 2, 400
Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

LOMO [15] 19.7 32.1 18.9 29.5 15.3 25.6
BOW-CN [38] 13.1 22.7 12.9 21.1 10.2 17.9
GoogLeNet [36] 47.9 67.4 43.5 63.5 38.2 59.5

FACT [19] 49.5 67.9 44.6 64.2 39.9 60.5
Triplet Loss [32] 40.4 61.7 35.4 54.6 31.9 50.3

CCL [16] 43.6 64.2 37.0 57.1 32.9 53.3
Mixed Di↵+CCL [16] 49.0 73.5 42.8 66.8 38.2 61.6

CLVR [13] 62.0 76.0 56.1 71.8 50.6 68.0
VAMI [42] 63.1 83.3 52.8 75.1 47.3 70.3

FC-HA (w/o RNN) 56.7 74.5 53.6 70.6 48.6 66.3
RNN-H w/o attention 64.5 78.8 62.4 75.9 59.0 74.2

Our RNN-HA 68.8 81.9 66.2 79.6 62.6 77.0
Our RNN-HA (672) 74.9 85.3 71.1 82.3 68.0 81.4

Our RNN-HA (ResNet+672) 83.8 88.1 81.9 87.0 81.1 87.4

Figure 3: Examples of the attention maps on VehicleID. The brighter the region,
the higher the attention scores. (Best viewed in color and zoomed in.)

is that the FC-HA baseline method outperforms all the Siamese or triplet training
methods on both VeRi and VehicleID. It is consistent with the observations in
recently most successful person re-identification approaches, e.g., [39,41]. These
approaches argue that a classification loss is superior for the re-identification
task, while the triplet loss or siamese-based nets perform unsatisfactorily due to
its tricky training example sampling strategy.

From the qualitative perspective, Fig. 3 shows the learned attention maps (i.e.,
a(i,j) in Eq. 7) of several random sampled test vehicle images. We can find that
the attended regions accurately correspond to these subtle and discriminative
image regions, such as windshield stickers, stu↵s placed behind windshield or
rear windshield, and customized paintings. In addition, Fig. 4 presents several
re-identification results returned by our RNN-HA on VehicleID.

Furthermore, on this large-scale dataset, we also use input images with a high
image resolution, i.e., 672⇥ 672, since higher resolution could benefit to learn a
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